
The Power to Take Control



KEEP COMMAND WITH 
PROMPTT® 

Built especially for drilling and service contractors, PROMPTT® allows users to perform multiple 
business functions with a single mobile device.  With Tracking, Maintenance, Checklists, Safety, 
Field Ticketing, and other operational applications fully integrated and digitized, rig and field 
operations become more efficient on the first day of use.



OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
It’s Time to Get Proactive
Leave the paper trail behind and start digitizing your operations.  With 
PROMPTT®, workflow data becomes real, actionable knowledge.  After all, 
you can’t change what you don’t measure.

Manage Operations
Extend the life of your assets and manage your people by automating 
your process and workflows. Our intuitive user applications proactively 
tell users what, when, and how activities should be carried out. 

Automate Workflows
PROMPTT® is the essential link between field users and the office. By 
giving your users precise instructions in an intuitive digital environment, 
your field personnel are better equipped to focus on core tasks.

Capture Data
PROMPTT® captures your workflow data so that you and your users have 
both the realtime knowledge and the instructional context of what is 
needed to manage your rig and field operations more effectively.

Decrease Downtime
PROMPTT® has been proven to streamline operations, reduce safety 
incidents, and increase compliance. Clients who use PROMPTT® save an 
average of $100,000 per rig per year in NPT costs alone.

ü Online and Offline Capabilities
ü Certified IS Devices Available
ü Intuitive User Interface

ü Configurable to Your Workflows



CASE STUDY
Scandrill Inc. (www.scandrill.com). 
a Texas-based independent drilling 
contractor, has rigs located in New 
Mexico, Louisiana, Texas, and the 
Permian Basin. Scandrill, which was 
founded in 1977, quickly rose to 
success in the industry. 

But despite profit margins, Scandrill 
still struggled with what they felt were 
excessive operational expenses and 
downtime costs.  

Their current asset management 
system had multiple bugs and lacked 
the features required for a company of 
its size. 

Seeking a better solution, Scandrill 
partnered with TrigPoint Solutions to 
deploy PROMPTT®.  Says Paul Mosvold, 
President and COO of Scandrill,  “Run-
to-failure operations aren’t sustainable,” 
he says.

“We needed an advanced system that 
would help us manage our assets 
and personnel and be configurable 
enough to accommodate our internal 
safety program and standard operating 
procedures. 

“We asked for a solution that keeps us 
ahead of the curve - and PROMPTT® 
delivered.”

PROMPTT® is one of our aces in the hole.
Paul Mosvold,

President and COO



Scandrill saved $585,916 in NPT costs with its first year of PROMPTT®

Reducing Top  
Drive Failures
Top drive failures  dropped 
11% the first year, saving 
Scandrill $74,166.37.

After fifteen months, 
Scandrill saved over 
$827,637 in NPT costs

Getting NPT  
Under Control
In twelve months, Scandrill 
reduced its overall NPT by 
30% and avoided $585,916 
in NPT costs. 

When Scandrill deployed PROMPTT® in October 2013, its average NPT percentage for the prior year was 
1.84%. Four quarters later, it had dropped by 30%, resulting in a $585,916 NPT savings.
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FUELED BY INTELLIGENCE
TrigPoint Solutions, Inc. (www.trigsol.com) is an established leader in developing  
cutting-edge mobile technology that enables drilling and service contractors to 
build safer, more productive, and more profitable businesses.  TrigPoint Solutions’ 
integrated asset management, operations, and data analytics systems are used by 
onshore and offshore contractors at over 700 locations worldwide.



INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Assets
Increase the life of your assets 
with our applications for tracking, 
maintaining, and managing critical 
assets.

Operations
Enable real-time collaboration 
between the field and office with 
our integrated operations system.

Data Analytics
Learn what variables matter the 
most and what you need to do to 
improve operations and eliminate 
downtime.

Inventory
See what consumables are needed 
for each work order, keep tabs 
on what you have, and automate 
restocking.

To learn more about our suite of products and services, please visit us online at www.trigsol.com.

Mobile Accessibility
Our intuitive mobile applications 
give you control and access from 
anywhere you need to be.

People
Keep track of crews, record and 
manage time and hours-of-
service, and coordinate effective 
HSE management.



TrigPoint Solutions
88 Inverness Circle East
Suite I-103
Englewood, Colorado 80112

CONTACT US

(720) 279-6446
sales@trigsol.com
www.trigsol.com


